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City Council grants Ameren 
permanent land easement
In the 1970s when the City of Carbondale 
was constructing Cedar Lake, city o,cials 
granted Ameren Illinois Company, then Cen-
tral Illinois Power Company, a land easement 
to run transmission lines over the lake. 
At the time, though, a formal easement 
was not established. City Council mem-
bers approved a city ordinance at Tuesday’s 
City Council meeting to grant a permanent 
easement to Ameren Illinois Company for 
the electrical lines that cross the Cedar Lake 
property. 
!e city’s sta+ report for the proposed ordi-
nance states in the 1970s the city requested 
Ameren relocate their then existing transmis-
sion lines so the city could build the main 
dam for Cedar Lake. 
“!e city’s consultants designed and planned 
for this relocation in the Cedar Lake project 
and the necessary relocations were accom-
modated. However, it appears that formal 
easements were never prepared or executed 
to formalize the relocation transmission line 
locations,” the sta+ report for the proposed 
ordinance states. 
In order to clear up the rights and condi-
tions between the city and Ameren, an agent 
from Shawnee Surveying and Consulting, Inc. 
contacted the city as an Ameren representa-
tive to request any information the city had 
regarding the original easement. 
Councilman Lance Jack asked if the city 
could charge Ameren more than what they 
were for using city property. 
“!ese companies are making an exorbitant 
amount of money and we are giving them an 
easement for $10,000 for running their lines 
across city property,” Jack said. 
Publics Works Director Sean Henry said if 
another company came to the city asking for 
the easement now, it would hear a di+erent 
answer. 
“But now we are trying to formalize 
something and say what can happen on our 
property,” Henry said. 
Councilman Don Monty said at the time 
he was with the planning department and he 
thought there was some documentation of 
what was discussed with Ameren about the 
easement. 
Henry said city sta+ had not found any 
documentation. 
Council members agreed to grant a perma-
nent easement to Ameren Illinois Company 
for the transmission lines that cross the Cedar 
Lake Property. 
!e next Carbondale City Council meeting 
is 7p.m. Nov. 19 at Carbondale City Hall. 
Sarah Schneider can be reached at 
sschneider@dailyegyptian.com 
or 536-3311 ext. 255. 
SARAH SCHNEIDER
The Weekender 
www.dailyegyptian.com
As an African American surviving through 
the Great Depression, the Battle of Iwo Jima and 
segregation, Archibald Mosley has always carried 
two values with him: grit and divine spirituality. 
In 2011 Mosley was honored in Washington 
for his service in World War II as a member of 
the Montford Point Marines, the !rst black men 
allowed to serve in the Marine Corps. However, 
he never accepted the award for his individual suc-
cesses, but the victories of all 20,000 soldiers that 
served at Montford Point.
“My feeling was never that I was receiving the 
honor,” Mosley said. “I was receiving it for all of 
my buddies.”
Mosley has survived perhaps the most signi!-
cant stretch of time in American history—from 
decades of deep-rooted segregation to the election 
of an African-American president. Despite the 
odds, Mosley has used strong will to guide him 
through the struggles.
A Carbondale native, Mosley was born May 
25, 1925 on East Oak Street.
Segregation played a role early in his life. He 
used to pay a dime to see old Buck Jones and Tom 
Mix westerns at the Roger’s "eater, although his 
black friends and he would have to sit in the back 
of the theater. Ironically, he used to play games 
of cowboy by the railroad tracks with his white 
friends who had the privilege of sitting closer to 
the screen, despite paying the same dime to enter. 
Mosley went to an all black school at Attucks, 
close to his home. 
“Our school was named after Crispus Attucks, 
the !rst man to shed blood for the independence 
of this country and he was a black man,” he said. 
“"e whites went to another school and no blacks 
went to that school.”
He was enrolled in his !rst semester at South-
ern Illinois University when he received his draft 
letter in 1942, the same year he proposed to his 
girlfriend, Jeroline "omas. 
After joining the Marines, Mosley rode a train 
on a Jim Crowe car to a segregated military base 
in Jacksonville, N.C.
Mosley described the black base at Montford 
Point as mud huts reminiscent to the woodshed 
where his father would punish him. "e white 
soldiers stayed in the brick barracks; black soldiers 
could not enter the base unless guided by a white 
o#cer. 
Despite facing the unfair conditions, Mosley 
trained vigorously for three years at Montford 
Point earning him the rank of squad leader of a 
nine-member group.
In 1944, the U.S. wanted to attack Tokyo — 
which required occupying Iwo Jima, Mt. Suriba-
chi — so that American planes could refuel. 
“"is country, if they wanted to win the war, 
they would have had to drive them back to Ja-
pan,” Mosley said. “On a volcanic island with ash, 
attacks were no good.”
Mosley said in order to seize the four-mile-long 
island, the U.S. needed an amphibious force; one 
that could move fast on land, sea and air. 
"e members of the Fifth Amphibious Corps 
approached the formidable volcanic island in 
June. "e troops had the daunting task of seizing 
the airways against a relentless group of Japanese 
soldiers.
Clouds of smoke from explosions obscured the 
island from their view as they approached by boat. 
"ey pushed on and bombarded the island with 
their own weaponry. "e soldiers fought their 
way ashore for three days until they had enough 
ground to dig foxholes, a task that was very dif-
!cult to do because of the constant raining down 
of volcanic ash that re!lled the trenches. 
"e Montford Point Marines played a signi!-
cant role in seizing Iwo Jima. Some were on the 
front lines !ghting; Others handled communica-
tions e$orts. "ey helped build roads and facilities 
and other Montford Point Marines salvaged sup-
plies from damaged planes and ships when parts 
were scattered across the beach. 
While his squad was sleeping in the foxholes, 
and American victory appeared imminent, the 
Japanese staged a desperate last e$ort attack called 
a banzai charge. "e enemies had them sur-
rounded. 
One of the Japanese soldiers threw a grenade 
into a dump of white phosphorus, causing the 
dangerous burning agent to fall down like snow 
into Mosley’s foxhole. Everyone covered their 
bodies with ponchos while the white phosphorus 
fell; except for a Marine they called Baby Face.  
Baby Face did not wake up from the blast. 
His entire body was covered with the deadly 
substance; Within seconds, he was rolling around 
screaming from the agony of his skin being 
burned as the white phosphorus stuck to his skin. 
"e squad faced the tough decision of what to 
do knowing that Baby Face could not be saved. 
"ey could either shoot him or watch him die. 
Mosley kneeled over Baby Face and began to 
pray.
“Our Father, which art in heaven,” he said. 
Suddenly, Baby Face stopped screaming and 
moving. He died before Mosley could !nish the 
prayer; everyone remained silent.
Being able to put his fallen Marine at peace is a 
moment that Mosley said he would never forget. 
In total, six out of the nine Marines returned from 
the war.
Mosley was there to see the iconic raising of the 
American %ag by the six soldiers — which signi-
!ed the near end of the con%ict on the island — 
though the battle raged on for a short time after. 
While the white Marines were honored in 
Washington, the Montford Marines’ e$ort was 
greatly disregarded as the soldiers’ successes 
remained in the shadows.
After the war, Mosley enjoyed an esteemed 
career as a clergyman for the Methodist church. 
He graduated from SIU with a bachelor’s de-
gree in speech communication, and left the region 
to attend a seminary school in Ohio where he got 
his master’s in theology and a Ph.D. in commu-
nications. He spent a brief time raising his family 
and ministering in Colp. 
Mosley was summoned to Lansing, Mich., 
where a member of a !nancially struggling church 
promised to make him a bishop if he could save it. 
“He said, ‘young man, if you go up here and 
save this property for the church, I’ll see that you 
become a bishop in the church.’ And I went up 
there and I saved it. I got up there and I needed 
$20,000 in 90 days.” 
Mosley is still ba&ed by how he was able to 
raise the funds, but he praises God for the miracle. 
“"at’s why I tell people you don’t need to 
think that God isn’t still in the miracle-forming 
business, because that’s a miracle and I don’t know 
how it happened. I really don’t,” he said.
Mosley spent six years in Lansing until he 
was summoned to be a reverend at a church in 
Detroit. During the riots of 1967, he recalled 
grabbing people o$ the streets near 12th St. and 
bringing them to the basement of the parsonage 
for prayer. 
Mosley retired from the church because of the 
energy strain and spent three years as the dean at 
Shaw College of Detroit. He retired from the col-
lege because the emotions got the best of him.
“I got tired of my old job as dean, because kids 
get in your heart and you get in their heart, too,” 
he said. “When you love people, you love people.”
Mosley’s love for people and his invested spiri-
tuality have propelled him through the toughest 
of times, even at Iwo Jima.
Mosley said the Montford Marines honor 
in Washington was a pivotal moment in his 
treasured life — although he will never forget the 
adversities faced from the past. 
Mosley lives with his wife in Carbondale and 
has four daughters. He remains to be an active 
member in his church despite being retired from 
preaching.
“I know God is my God because of things I 
have seen him do,” he said. “"e things I’ve seen 
God do and I don’t know how he did them.” 
Dylan Frost can be reached at 
dfrost@dailyegyptian.com 
or 536-3311 ext. 254.
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Archibald Mosley sits with his Congressional Gold Medal and other Marine Corps 
memorabilia Wednesday at his home in Carbondale. Mosley, 88, was one of the first of 
20,000 African-American Marines who fought in World War II. 
John Scott | THE WEEKENDER
Iwo Jima veteran displays true patriotism
DYLAN FROST
The Weekender 
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Candlelight vigil, veterans 
ceremony scheduled
In honor of veterans in Carbondale and 
around the country, the university ROTC pro-
gram will give students and community mem-
bers the opportunity to pay their respects.
A 24-hour candlelight vigil will take place 
Sunday starting at 11 a.m. at the Old Main 
Flagpole in front of the Student Center. !e 
Army and Air Force ROTC will alternate each 
hour maintaining the color guard.
!e vigil continues throughout the night, 
where the community is invited to come pay 
its respects to veterans. !is leads into the 
veterans’ ceremony at Shryock Auditorium 
Monday at 11 a.m.
Capt. Matthew T. Morse, assistant professor 
of military science and a 2003 graduate, said 
the events have taken place for nearly 25 years 
at SIU and allow community members to 
show their support.
“We’re doing all of this to pay tribute to the 
veterans of the United States military,” he said. 
“Since we can remember, we’ve had veterans 
"ghting for our freedom. !is is our way to 
honor them.”
!e color guard is a time-honored tradition, 
and Morse said it would take place no matter 
the circumstances.
“We do that for 24 hours. Rain, shine, it 
doesn’t matter,” Morse said. “It’s going to be 
cold, it’s probably going to rain. !ey always 
stand out there and guard the colors. Anyone 
can walk up and pay tribute at that time.”
Immediately following the vigil is the 
Veterans Day Ceremony outside of Shryock 
Auditorium. Morse said they expect nearly 
100 cadets standing in formation while a 
presentation about the history of Veterans Day 
takes place.
Retired Lt. Col. Paul Copeland, director of 
campus veterans’ services and a 1983 gradu-
ate, is a speaker for the event. Following Lt. 
Col. Copeland, a 21-gun honor salute will 
take place.
Morse said the vigil is informal, and every-
one is encouraged to attend regardless of his or 
her a#liation with veterans. 
“It’s just one of those things that kind 
of touches you a little bit and you respect 
why we serve,” Morse said. “It’s a voluntary 
military. We don’t force anybody to do it, and 
that’s why most of us joined. We wanted to 
serve our country, and we stood up and said, 
‘Yes, we’ll do it.’”
SETH RICHARDSON
The Weekender 
NSA spying could prove costly to 
Internet businesses, experts say
!e continuing revelations about 
National Security Agency spying on 
sensitive data kept by Silicon Val-
ley companies are feeding fears that 
Internet companies in this country 
could su$er billions of dollars in lost 
business.
Following disclosures earlier this year 
that the National Security Agency’s 
Prism program had spied on Apple 
Inc., Google Inc., Facebook and 
Yahoo Inc., an industry group put the 
potential cost at up to $35 billion a 
year by 2016, while an in%uential tech 
research "rm estimated the damage at 
a staggering $180 billion a year. And 
since then, worries about the potential 
for lost business have stayed high amid 
the seemingly endless stream of news 
stories about other NSA snooping.
Any economic fallout is likely to 
add to the growing tensions between 
Silicon Valley and the U.S. intelligence 
community, with major tech compa-
nies joining a growing chorus of critics 
who want to limit the NSA’s exten-
sive data-gathering. And lost revenue 
could hurt one of the country’s most 
dynamic industries as it continues to 
recover fully from the Great Recession.
!e level of anxiety is especially high 
in Europe, where the NSA’s reported 
activities have prompted a governmen-
tal investigation and a widespread view 
that it’s unsafe to do business with 
U.S. “cloud companies,” which o$er 
software products over the Internet.
“In Europe there is very much a 
notion of, ‘Hey, can I even deal with 
this American company, especially 
with cloud providers?’ “ said Andreas 
Baumhof, chief technology o#cer at 
!reatMetrix in San Jose, Calif., which 
provides cybersecurity services via the 
Internet. Noting that he just returned 
from a European trip, he added, “!is 
is at the top of everyone’s minds.”
In surveying its members this sum-
mer about the NSA disclosures, the 
Cloud Security Alliance — which de-
velops security standards for Internet 
"rms — found that 10 percent of the 
207 foreign respondents had “canceled 
a project to use U.S.-based cloud 
providers” and 56 percent were “less 
likely” to use U.S. cloud providers in 
the future.
STEVE JOHNSON
McClatchy Tribune 
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USG delays student 
media fee proposal
Several organizations came to Tuesday’s 
Undergraduate Student Government meeting 
in search of funding. 
Representatives for Springfest, Zeta Phi 
Beta, and the Daily Egyptian all spoke about 
various (nancial allocations they hoped would 
be granted.
)e Senate also recognized the SIUC Physi-
cal )erapist Assistants and FIERCE Musical 
)eater as RSOs.
Springfest allocations and Student Media 
Fee amendment votes were tabled until the 
Nov. 12 meeting. Zeta Phi Beta was given 
$2,060 after a debate over how to amend the 
bill in order to decide how the money would 
be distributed. 
Macklin Andrick was invited before the 
Senate to review how Springfest 2013, spon-
sored by Student Programming Services, was.
Andrick said Registered Student Organiza-
tions like American Marketing Association 
and Public Relations Student Society of Amer-
ica bene(t from an event like this because 
they would have a hand in helping Student 
Programing Council create a marketing and 
awareness campaign for Springfest. 
Representatives from those organizations 
said SIU has a reputation of being a divided 
campus and Springfest could be the event that 
brings the student population together.
)e ultimate decision over whether or not 
to allocate the proposed $45,000 to Springfest 
was tabled until the Nov. 12 meeting.
An amendment that would raise the pro-
posed student media fee $5 to combat rising 
de(cits in the Daily Egyptian’s budget was 
brought before the Senate.
USG President Adrian Miller spoke in favor 
of (nding a resolution to the Student Media Fee.
“Student media is critical to our campus, it’s 
critical for those who want to have a career in 
media,” he said.
In the original bill passed in August 2013, 
the USG recommended creating a Student 
Media Fee of $6. )e proposed amendment 
would increase the fee to $11 for students; 
10 of those dollars would go toward slashing 
the Daily Egyptian de(cit. )e other dollar 
would fund WIDB and SPC TV.
During Miller’s report he invited Kayli Plot-
ner, Editor-in-Chief for the Daily Egyptian, 
to speak to the Senate to give more informa-
tion as to how this increase will help the Daily 
Egyptian battle costs.
“I’m not asking you to (x the DE’s prob-
lems,” Plotner said. “I’m just asking you to 
help resolve an issue that started long before 
any of us even thought of going to college.”
SIUC is one of the few remaining universi-
ties that does not give their student-run news-
paper (nancial support from the student body. 
Advertising is the primary source of income 
for the Daily Egyptian, Plotner said.
Advertising revenue covers the entire payroll 
of more than (fty employees at the Daily 
Egyptian. SIU-Edwardsville’s publication, in 
comparison, receives a student fee of $7.80 
but is only published once a week.
)ere are those who oppose the amendment 
at this point. Some senators have cited not 
having enough time to gather more informa-
tion and get the opinions of their constituents 
as reasons for tabling the measure.
Steven Smith was inducted as a Senator 
for the college of education Tuesday. He said 
while this may seem like a small increase, the 
amendment has a lasting e,ect on many stu-
dents and the amount that they pay to attend 
SIU and the matter should be taken seriously.
Director of the School of Journalism, Wil-
liam Freivogel, said going all digital would be 
unrealistic because the in-print advertising 
brings in most of the revenue and professional 
sta, is important to the quality of the newspa-
per and the teaching experience.
)e proposed amendment will be voted on 
in the coming weeks. If passed, the bill will be 
sent to Chancellor Rita Cheng who will then 
consider the recommendation. 
)e next USG meeting will be Nov. 12 at 
6 p.m. 
Robert Olson can be reached at 
rolson@dailegyptian.com or 
536-3311 ext. 254.
ROBERT OLSON
The Weekender 
www.dailyegyptian.com
!ere are 21 million veterans alive today 
after their service to our country. !is is the 
story of one:
We were there when you made your 
decision and signed your name on that line 
at the bottom of the contract. We were there 
when you took your "rst tests and when you 
swore yourself to this country. 
But the moment you got in that car, on that 
bus, boarded that plane…in that moment our 
lives changed forever. We were no longer a 
family, but a military family.
After you left life went on, but not easily 
by any means. Your room was still full of your 
things, your clothes still hung in the closet, 
your bed still left unmade. And it stayed that 
way the entire time you were gone. !ere were 
letters, care packages and when we were lucky, 
a phone call on Sundays. We could hear your 
voice, and see your picture but it wasn’t you.
!en the day came we had all been waiting 
for. We drove and drove and drove, and 
there we were on the base. Surrounded by 
camou#age and dress blues everywhere we 
turned. In a sea of soldiers we looked and 
looked, scanned the room waiting to "nd you. 
But what we didn’t realize was you were gone, 
and an American soldier had grown into your 
place.
Your hair was gone, your chubby little 
cheeks vanished, you looked taller, although 
we weren’t sure how. You looked straight 
ahead, arms at your side. It was almost like 
you didn’t even blink. We waited for your 
platoon leaders to "nish their remarks and 
release you for the day.
Almost instantly your mother ran straight 
to you, tears and tears and tears. And until 
then I had done my best not to cry, but as 
mom let go and you looked at me, I fell apart. 
Your hugs were suddenly so much bigger, but 
at the same time softer. !e only words I could 
choke out were “he is so proud of you.” And 
he was, he was there, and he made sure I knew.
In that moment I didn’t want to let go, but 
of course we had brought the whole gang, so 
I had to give them their turns. As we loaded 
the van with your things we all laughed at how 
you left with the clothes on your back and a 
folder of papers, and now the du$el bag you 
carried was almost as tall as you.
From the minute you got in the car, to 
showing us the base, to taking you to lunch, 
and even the car ride home, it was di$erent. 
You were di$erent. You told the waitress “no 
thank you ma’am” when she o$ered more 
water…and we all turned like zombies with 
jaws dropped to look at you stacking your 
plate and silverware as you "nished your meal 
before all of us. Our baby was gone. Our 
soldier was staring back at us.
From that point on I knew life would be 
di$erent. I would no longer get upset when 
the phone rang at 3 a.m., because that’s when 
you have time to talk. I would hope and pray 
that when an assignment came, it was on this 
soil. I would be proud to live in this country 
more than I ever thought, because my blood is 
out there protecting it.
To my blood, your blood, and the blood of 
every American who lost their life protecting 
this great nation, we thank you. 
!ank you, today, tomorrow, and forever, 
for being our soldiers.
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Lee said she is proud to be a part of the program.
“When (Avila) told me about the event, I was super 
excited about it because it sounded great because it involves 
the community and it involves kids,” Lee said. “Inspiring kids 
to become athletes, which I think has really changed my life, 
is really important.”
Associate Athletic Director Kristina Stepps oversees 
the student-athlete advisory committee, for which Avila 
is vice-president. Stepps said the football players are 
honored to have an impact in children’s lives.
“!e student athletes are always excited to spend time 
with local kids that look up to them as role models, 
Stepps said. “So it become a great experience for both 
sides involved.” 
Stepps said the selection process is simple.
“Parents or guardians that are interested in "lling 
out a registration form for their children can "ll it out 
and listed in the form is their top-three favorite football 
players,” Stepps said. “You can pay $3 for one ticket to 
be entered in the drawing or $5 for two tickets.”
Along with implementing “Every Dawg Has Its Day,” 
Avila was honored Wednesday with the Missouri Valley 
Conference’s Leadership and Service Award, which 
honors the achievements of exceptional student athletes.
Avila has been involved with a number of fundraising 
and awareness events during his time at SIU and said he 
hopes this event can help children experience game day 
from an athlete’s perspective.
“I just want them to be involved in the excitement that 
goes around for a game day to experience what we experience, 
and all the fun that we have being athletes,” Avila said.
Registration for “Every Dawg Has Its Day” ends Tuesday. 
To complete the registration form, visit siusalukis.com
Colby played his "rst year of college basketball 
in his hometown at Millikin University, a 
Division III school, where he played a semester 
then decided to leave. He chose to come to SIU 
because of the family support he had at the 
university, where Caleb was playing basketball 
as a preferred walk on.
Caleb then left basketball his sophomore year 
to join the ROTC.
“At the time, the ROTC gave me a better 
opportunity. I applied for a scholarship and got 
it, and it covered my tuition,” Caleb, who is 
now a Second Lieutenant Military Police O#cer 
stationed at Ft. Leonard Wood, Mo., said.
Colby walked onto the basketball team just 
last year after he skipped tryouts. His brother 
told Associate Head Coach Tom Hankins about 
him, had a private practice, and from then on 
has been a part of the team.
Colby followed in his brother’s footsteps and 
joined the ROTC his junior year.
“It would be my sophomore year, but really 
my junior year in college because I had to "ll 
requirements for the ROTC,” Colby said.
ROTC meets every Monday, Wednesday and 
Friday for intense 6 a.m. workouts. Colby used 
to have a class at 8 a.m. and would have one hour 
to shower, eat breakfast and get ready for his class, 
Senior Military Instructor Sgt. Tom Arnett said.
“I don’t know how he sleeps or when he 
sleeps,” Arnett said.
Tuesday ROTC classes focus on tactics, 
while !ursdays consist of training labs, where 
students perform hands on exercises, Colby said.
Colby said he really has not attended many 
!ursday labs because basketball practice is at 
the same time.
“But once I’m not in basketball it is 6 a.m., 
"ve days a week,” Colby said.
Balancing his schedule was di#cult at "rst, 
Colby said, but it has become smoother. He 
said managing a schedule is simple—go to all 
appointments, meetings and practices, then 
homework and social life will fall into place.
Undergraduate Student Assistant coach Josh 
Swan said Long is one of the most mature, calm 
and collected players on the team. 
“If he is stressed, he does a good job not 
bringing it to practice,” Swan said.
Colby said the ROTC has taught him 
leadership qualities, organizing, planning, and 
time management; where basketball has taught 
work ethics to be successful, and long practices 
and lifting weights make you mentally strong.
In order to become an o#cer, a cadet must 
take 20 hours each semester and can have 
double the average college student’s workload, 
Arnett said. 
!e university’s ROTC program also 
competes in a national competition of more 
than 6,000 cadets from seven brigades. !e 
top 20 percent of cadets are recognized as a 
Distinguished Military Graduates— 33 percent 
of the university’s commissioned o#cers have 
received the honor. 
“!e competition is at Fort Lewis Washington 
for a grueling 31 days of national competition,” 
Arnett said.
Part of the competition consists of the Army 
Physical Fitness Test, which is tested out of 300 
points. Caleb just received a 294 on the test, 
Arnett said.
“!e genes run very well in that family,” said 
Arnett.
Colby and Caleb’s dad Tom Long takes joy 
in saying the twins are more like him but have 
gained some qualities from both his wife and him.
“!ey’re both soft-hearted guys and got that 
from their mom,” Tom said.
Colby is majoring in Sports Administration 
and minoring in military science. He hopes to 
be a High School Athletic Director after serving 
four years in the Army.
“He’s just an all-around good American kid,” 
Arnett said.
!e Saluki men’s golf team began working out 
to get physically and mentally stronger for the 
spring season.  
!e team is training at the Troutt-Wittmann 
Center every Tuesday, Wednesday and !ursday 
for roughly an hour.  
“!e kids are working in the weight room three 
days a week,” Coach Leroy Newton said.  “!ey 
are going to be a lot stronger and they are going to 
be ready to go when the spring season starts.”  
Newton said he expects the team will get 
stronger and likely improve its scores.
“I hope strength improves their scores,” Newton 
said.  “We hope by them working out, and getting 
some legs under them that they will score better 
in the end.” 
Newton said some team members are working 
out more often than required three days a week. 
Junior Steven Souchek said he has a speci"c 
workout tailored to the extra time he has during 
the o$season, which he used so far to catch up on 
school, sleep and working out.  
“We get a chance to focus on our studies a little 
more,” Souchek said.  “But it also gives us a chance 
to work out a lot more, get stronger, and help the 
physical part of our games.”
Sophomore Drew Novara and Souchek both 
took a short break after the team’s last tournament 
on Oct. 15.  Novara said he is getting back into golf 
mentality and has been working out with Souchek 
nearly every day.     
“I’m starting to get back into the swing of 
things,” Novara said.  “I just need to make sure the 
practice is focused on quality and not quantity, and 
I am really looking forward for the spring season 
to start.”
Novara said the o$season has gone better 
than expected thus far, and the athletes have all 
impressed the trainers.  
 “Everybody on the team has been working 
hard,” Novara said.  “!e trainers in there have 
been really impressed with the way we have 
progressed from last year.”     
Newton said as the o$season progresses, the 
team will start running as well as lifting to get the 
athletes’ legs built up as much as possible. !e 
golfers walk up to 36 holes a day, and by the back 
end of it they will need to have strong legs, he said. 
!e men’s golf team will begin its spring season 
shortly after winter break. Newton expects the 
team to compete a lot better after the productive 
o$season.    
“We are looking forward to it,” Newton said. 
“!e kids keep getting better and better so I think 
we will be all right.  We have "ve to seven kids 
that can play and we hope when tournament time 
comes around, they will be ready to play.” 
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Men’s golf making the most of downtime
We talked to everybody at both institutions 
and we had discussions with the NCAA so 
that’s really what ultimately led us to our 
decision. !e family ties I think were a little 
bit of a cherry on top.”
Moccia said the penalties, which include 
three years probation to Chadron State 
were enforced by the NCAA. 
!e NCAA has ordered the Division 
II school to vacate the results of all 
games in the 2011 and 2012 football 
seasons. In 2011, the Eagles were 6-5 
overall, and 6-3 in the Rocky Mountain 
Athletic Conference and in 2012 was 
9-3, 8-1 in conference and reached the 
Division II Playo$s.
Along with three years probation, 
Chadron State must pay a $5,000 "ne, the 
football program must withhold one full-
time coach from recruiting o$-campus for 
the spring and fall 2013 recruiting periods 
and paid recruiting visits will be reduced 
from 75 to 60 for the 2013-14 academic 
year.
Despite the baggage that came with 
the hire of O’Boyle, Moccia said he is 
pleased with what the coach brings to 
the athletic program.
“!e players love him, he’s a great 
member of the community, I couldn’t be 
happier with the play of the o$ensive line 
under his leadership, and he’s a great guy to 
work with,” Moccia said.
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!e National Collegiate Athletics Association 
released a 29-page public infractions report Wednesday 
sanctioning Chadron State College for a case involving 
rule violations against former head coach Bill O’Boyle, 
who is now SIU’s o"ensive line coach.
According to the NCAA report, the 2011 case 
includes the provision of extra bene#ts to student-
athletes, maintenance of three private bank accounts 
and unethical conduct by providing false or misleading 
information during interviews. A football student-
athlete was also allowed to compete while ineligible. 
O’Boyle was named SIU’s o"ensive line coach on 
March 22.
Athletic Director Mario Moccia said although SIU 
knew about the allegations, the university still took a 
chance on O’Boyle.
“We spoke to people at Chadron State,” Moccia 
said. “We spoke to, at the time his current employer, 
which was Messa State of Colorado where he was 
the o"ensive coordinator. We spoke to the folks 
of the NCAA and after hearing all of the case and 
reading volumes of the investigation, we were 
comfortable with taking Coach O’Boyle on with 
some conditions.”
Moccia said the restrictions regarding O’Boyle’s 
contract were submitted directly to the NCAA.
“When you tell the NCAA ‘hey, we hired coach’ 
and he has the situation ongoing with the NCAA, 
the NCAA asks us, ‘hey, what are you going to do to 
ensure the rules are followed,’” Moccia said.
O’Boyle’s contract through SIU lists a number of 
restrictions, which include O’Boyle can have no control 
over or access any funds related to fundraising for the 
football program. He cannot have any involvement 
directly or indirectly with football camp registrations 
and he must attend a 2014 NCAA Regional Rules 
Seminar at his own expense.
O’Boyle has strong ties to SIU. His uncle was the 
Salukis’ defensive coordinator from 1968-1973. Two 
of his brothers lettered at SIU in the early 1970s and 
he has two other brothers who played football at SIU.
In a in late August interview, O’Boyle said this was 
one of the main things that attracted him to the job.
“I’ve known SIU since I could remember,” he 
said. “I have four older brothers who played here, so 
I can remember coming down here as a little kid. I 
can remember when they put turf in on McAndrew 
(Field). I was here when they did that.”
Moccia said having a good relationship with the 
university played a role in hiring O’Boyle.
“It helps from the standpoint you know somebody 
a little bit more,” Moccia said. “A lot of people know 
the family, but the circumstances dictated our decision. 
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SIU sticks with coach despite NCAA sanctions
Pups look to hang 
with the Dawgs
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Offensive line coach Bill O’Boyle instructs his lineman before the Salukis’ second 
preseason scrimmage Aug. 17 at Saluki Stadium. The National Collegiate Athletics 
Association released a report today sanctioning Chadron State College, where O’Boyle 
was head coach in 2011, because of rule violations involving O’Boyle in the maintenance 
of three private bank accounts and unethical conduct during an investigation.
Members of Alpha Eta Rho, a professional aviation fraternity, scrimmage Tuesday while playing intramural dodge ball at 
the Recreation Center. Anthony Woods, a senior from Crystal Lake studying aviation management, said their opponent 
forfeited, so the fraternity members decided to use the court to scrimmage and have some fun practice. 
Jon-Erik Bradford | THE WEEKENDER
Tiffany BlanchETTE  | THE WEEKENDER
Long loyal to team, country
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One diverse SIU student is balancing his 
time between the basketball court and his 
ROTC responsibilities.
Senior Colby Long, a Cadet Operations 
Sergeant Major at the SIU ROTC, maintains 
his schoolwork, training, and social life all 
while wearing a Saluki basketball jersey. 
Long was born in Decatur and grew up in 
Mt. Zion with his mother, father, two older 
sisters and twin brother Caleb.  His father is 
a retired engineer for AT&T while his mother 
works as a medical transcriptionist.
“(I spent my) whole life in the same house 
and everything,” Long said.
Growing up with a twin brother gave Long 
the added bene#t of always having someone 
there to play with as a kid, he said.
“My mom said when we were newborns 
they had a bracelet they would put on my 
older brother, and after a while my mom 
started painting my brothers toenails so she 
could tell the di"erence because we look 
exactly the same,” he said.
 Caleb is one minute older than Colby, 
and they used to do everything together as 
kids. !ey like the same sports, same activities 
and had the same friends, and only family 
members and friends could tell them apart. 
Many athletes may fall in love with the sport they play from 
admiring the person they look up to the most: his or her favorite 
athlete.
However, at a young age, only a few may have been given the 
chance to meet that athlete and spend time with them.
Saluki Athletics will give 10 young fans a moment to do 
just that at the last home football game of the season with 
“Every Dawg Has Its Day.” !e program will give 10 fans, 
kindergarten through #fth grade, an opportunity for a 
memorable gameday experience during the Nov. 16 game 
against Illinois State University.
!ese activities include meeting their favorite football player, 
taking a tour of Saluki Stadium and having the opportunity to 
take part in the Saluki Walk prior to the game.
!e 10 winners will be drawn Tuesday, and the winners will 
receive a phone call from their favorite player notifying them 
they were chosen. 
All proceeds from “Every Dawg Has Its Day” will bene#t the 
Boys & Girls Club of Carbondale.
!is is the #rst year “Every Dawg Has Its Day” has been 
implemented and the idea came from senior linebacker Juan 
Carlos Avila, who wanted to leave a mark on the football 
program after his career was cut short.
“!e idea came over the summer,” Avila said. “I knew I 
wasn’t going to be able to play football anymore because of all 
the injuries that I have su"ered, so I tried to #gure out a way I 
can give back to the community.” 
Avila said he pitched Coach Dale Lennon and Athletic 
Director Mario Moccia the idea and said they loved it and hope 
to do it for upcoming years as well. 
“!ey said we could do a trial run for the last game and if 
everything works out we could implement it for all the home 
games for 2014,” Avila said. 
Avila said he has had a number of people also help out with 
this event, including senior women’s tennis player Anita Lee.
“We have done everything from coming up with a $yer 
for the event to reaching out to people,” Lee said. “I have 
been talking to the Boys & Girls Club and having them 
help fundraise the event.”
LUKE NOZICKA
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!e "nal two months of the year are often a mad 
scramble for Hollywood. Each studio tries to cram 
one or two major blockbusters into a little space 
before !anksgiving or Christmas, resulting in an 
overload of hit movies. It is also the last chance for a 
movie to have a qualifying Oscar run if the producers 
dream of academy glory.
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But when studios compete, audiences win. 
November and December are packed with 
buzzy dramas and big blockbusters. Here is a 
look at some of the fare hitting theaters this 
holiday season.
November
“Thor: The Dark World” 
November 8
Marvel’s Phase Two has already made a big 
impression at the box o!ce— “Iron Man 3” 
opened to more than $174 million back in 
May and eventually grossed more than $1 
billion worldwide, while “"or: "e Dark 
World” grossed more than $100 million in 
the #rst #ve days of its worldwide release. "e 
new installment opens in the US Friday and 
#nds "or (Chris Hemsworth) teamed up 
with his brother Loki (Tom Hiddelson), who 
is serving time for trying to take over Earth, 
to defeat a new threat in the form of Malekith 
(Christopher Eccleston). "e second “"or” 
probably will not reach the colossal box o!ce 
levels of “Iron Man 3” but it’s tracking to 
open higher than the original because of “"e 
Avengers” and its wild success back in 2012.
“The Hunger Games: Catching Fire”
 November 22
“Catching Fire” is sliding into the pre-
"anksgiving Friday slot dominated in the last 
decade by the “Twilight” and “Harry Potter” 
franchises, a sign of the con#dence distributor 
Lionsgate has in the series. Early tracking has 
the #lm pegged at opening to $150 million; 
this tracking isn’t always reliable but given 
the success of the #rst “Hunger Games,” it 
certainly would not be surprising. "e sequel 
#nds Katniss (Jennifer Lawrence) and Peeta 
(Josh Hutcherson) thrown back into the 
Hunger Games with other victors because of 
the Quarter Quell, a special version of the 
games every 25 years where a twist is put on 
the proceedings. Katniss begins to see the 
distrust in the government that has fermented 
in the districts and sees a revolution could 
be imminent. Lionsgate has laid claim to 
"anksgiving through 2015 for this franchise, 
so expect big numbers for a few weeks after the 
movie’s release.
“Frozen” 
November 27
Disney has proven they can create CGI #lms 
apart from Pixar; Last year’s “Wreck-It Ralph” 
was a success both critically and #nancially. 
But their storytelling lacks quality without 
the animation giant, so it’ll be interesting to 
see how critics react to “Frozen,” Disney’s big 
"anksgiving movie this year. “Frozen” follows 
Anna (Kristen Bell), a princess who must #nd 
her sister (Idina Menzel), the future queen and 
the reason their kingdom is locked in eternal 
winter. Along the way she meets Olaf (Josh 
Gad), a snowman who keeps losing his head 
and is obviously Disney’s marketing ploy to sell 
thousands of plush dolls. Because “Catching 
Fire” is pretty violent for children, “Frozen” 
is pretty much the only option for the whole 
family this "anksgiving, which should help it 
cash in.
Also in November: 14 years after “"e Best 
Man,” the cast reunites for the Christmas-
themed sequel “"e Best Man Holiday,” Nov. 
15; Vince Vaughn is a slacker (like always) who 
discovers his sperm donations resulted in more 
than 500 children in “Delivery Man,” Nov. 22; 
Spike Lee remakes the 2003 South Korean cult 
#lm “Oldboy,” about a man who is locked in a 
prison against his will for twenty years and is 
released to discover the truth, Nov. 27.
December
“The Hobbit: The Desolation of Smaug” 
 December 13
Peter Jackson’s “Lord of the Rings” prequel 
trilogy continues with this second installment, 
which #nds the adventurers going up against 
the dragon Smaug (voiced by Benedict 
Cumberbatch) in their journey to slay him. 
Like the #rst #lm “An Unexpected Journey,” 
“Smaug” will be presented in regular projection 
as well as 48 Frames Per Second, a method 
which some #lmgoers enjoyed while other said 
it made them sick. Jackson’s “Hobbit” franchise 
hasn’t received the critical laud or the audience 
excitement the original trilogy mustered, but 
“Journey” ended up grossing more than a 
billion dollars worldwide and “Smaug” looks 
primed to do the same. 
“Anchorman 2: The Legend Continues” 
December 20
“Anchorman” wasn’t a huge hit when it 
#rst came to theaters, but on video it gained a 
passionate cult following—one that was strong 
enough to get Paramount to not only agree to 
a sequel almost a decade after the original, but 
schedule it in the prime Christmas season. "e 
original cast returns, fronted by Ron Burgundy 
(Will Ferrell), and now they’re on their way to 
work for a 24-hour news channel. Joining the 
cast, are Kristen Wiig, as a love interest for Steve 
Carell’s Brick, James Marsden as a newscaster 
Burgundy butts heads with and Meagan Good 
as Burgundy’s new boss. “Anchorman” is one of 
the most widely quoted movies in pop culture, 
so “Anchorman 2” will have to work hard to 
live up the original’s reputation.
“The Wolf of Wall Street”
 December 25
“Wolf” was originally scheduled for a Nov. 
15 release, but director Martin Scorsese’s #rst 
cut was more than three hours and the #lm 
needed more time for editing. "e movie 
will still qualify for an Oscar run with its 
new release date and Paramount will now 
have a one-two box o!ce punch between 
this and “Anchorman 2.” “Wolf” concerns 
the true story of Jordan Belfort (Leonardo 
DiCaprio), a stockbroker who gets in over 
his head because of the millions he’s making 
and becomes the target of a securities fraud 
investigation. "e all-star cast also includes 
Jonah Hill, Matthew McConaughey and Jon 
Favreau. "e Oscar buzz surrounding the 
movie has been considerable because of the 
names attached to it. However, “Wolf” is the 
kind of movie that could be successful both 
critically and #nancially. "e movie has sti$ 
competition in the form of “American Hustle” 
and “August: Osage County,” both of which 
will draw adult crowds on Christmas, but don’t 
bet against Scorsese and DiCaprio—their last 
e$ort, “Shutter Island,” was a success and their 
collaboration before that, “"e Departed,” 
took home the grand prize at the Oscars.
Also in December: Christian Bale leads 
a big-hitter cast including Woody Harrelson 
and William Dafoe in the Rust Belt drama 
“Out of the Furnace,” Dec. 6; Bradley Cooper 
and Jennifer Lawrence reteam with David 
O. Russell in  “American Hustle,” a #lm 
adaptation of the ABSCAM sting also starring 
Christian Bale and Amy Adams, Dec. 18; Ben 
Stiller stars in and directs “"e Secret Life of 
Walter Mitty,” about a newsman who imagines 
himself on wild journeys across the world to 
escape his dreary life, Dec. 25.
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Inspiring art displayed for those who seek it
"e creation of art is a delicate 
work that is of great interest to 
many and is found of little value to 
others. Nevertheless, art needs to 
be appreciated. 
On campus, there is a collection 
of #ne art pieces to observe; 
However, students may see the art 
in vague context and consequently 
the art goes largely unnoticed.
To #rst appreciate, one must 
begin a journey of understanding 
the complexities of the piece in 
subject. One piece of great note, 
“Here,” stands stoically between 
Morris Library and Wham; 
University Museum director Dona 
Bachman said the piece represents 
health issues the artist was dealing 
with at the time. 
“(“Here” artist) Nicholas 
Vergette was a professor of art 
at the University from 1960 to 
1974 and it took him three years 
to complete the work, which he 
said depicted the various stages of 
cancer, which he was #ghting at the 
time,” she said.
"e work is of a uni#ed 
separation in 11 parts. "e pieces 
range in heights, depicting these 
aforementioned stages, and is a 
construct of ceramic manipulation. 
“(Vergette) passed away in 1974, 
just a couple of months after 
#nishing the work,” Bachman said.
“Here” remains a distinctive 
landmark, but its signi#cance may 
be lost on those who don’t know of 
Vergette’s contributions to art. 
But while students may pass by 
“Here” on their way to class other 
pieces not seen as often reside in the 
Sculpture Garden, located behind 
Faner Hall, as well as the adjacent 
Kumakura Garden, another rarely 
known and pleasant site.
“"ere are eight sculptures in the 
sculpture garden, and they were 
designed by a number of di$erent 
past professors and artists,” 
Bachman said. “And of course, a 
number of them would be too large 
for any type of space that we would 
have inside the museum so they 
were assigned to be outdoors.” 
Among the sculptures in the 
garden stands “Starwalk,” a focal 
point of welded bronze crafted by 
the renowned artist Richard Hunt. 
It is at times a gleaming metallic 
hue of unique color, a bronze of 
green and blue and overall dark. 
"e work appears as if a celestial 
body took bipedal form and began 
its staggered stride.
“"e sculptures are not in plain 
view like they should be,” Brian 
McManaman, a junior from 
Sandoval studying English, said. 
“"ey are all in really shaded areas, 
which I guess could be good for 
relaxing and to appreciate it, but 
it’s not like they are in front of 
everybody to be seen, which is, I’m 
assuming, the sculptures are there 
for.”
While McManaman has seen 
“Here” he only recently noticed 
the Sculpture Garden. However, 
as with most students, is subject 
to time constraints and has not 
had the opportunities to assess on 
subject to another, nor even the 
time to attempt to #nd the certain 
pieces tucked away. McManaman 
suggested the university #nd 
more prominent places for these 
sculptures.
“If anything, I think the perfect 
place for things would be by the 
stadium or the arena, because we’re 
Salukis, why would you hide the 
Saluki statutes, people might even 
want to take pictures with them, 
but nobody even knows they’re 
there,” said Haymon. 
"e University Museum itself is 
open from 10:00 a.m. to 4 p.m. 
Tuesday through Friday, and will 
be having a public reception for 
four new exhibits on Friday, Nov. 
15, from 4 p.m. to 7 p.m. "ough 
the outdoor exhibits are always 
around for view, one may simply 
have to search for the greatness in 
shadowy bends.
Jake Saunders can be reached at 
jsaunders@dailyegyptian.com 
or 536-3311 ext. 254.
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Aries — Today is a 9 — Gather up 
as much as you can and share. As 
you look for the next opportunity, 
listen to your subconscious desires 
and make a significant move. Don’t 
waste a cent.
Taurus — Today is a 9 — Review 
the long range view and adjust as 
needed. Don’t spend all your loot on 
your friends. No need for loud voices. 
Get lost in a good story. Test your 
theory and learn something useful.
Gemini — Today is a  7 — 
Activities at home demand 
review. Don’t brag, or you’ll stir 
up discontent. Make travel plans. 
Passion drives your argument. The 
deadline is fast approaching.
Cancer — Today is an 8 — Your 
team is hot. Re-invent your partnership by 
aligning on a renewed mission. Harvest 
the energy for long-term results. A big 
change in your workplace is underway. 
Take advantage of conditions.
Leo — Today is a 9 — Solicit ideas 
from imaginative experts, keep your 
objective in mind and gain respect. 
Listen to your conscience, and consider 
all the consequences. You may be 
tempted to raid your piggy bank.
Virgo — Today is an 8 — For 
next few months, practice, practice, 
practice. And don’t give up, even 
when emotions are in turmoil. Get rid 
of excess baggage and take action. 
You’re an inspiration to others.
Libra — Today is a 9  — Startling 
revelations occur about now. You want 
to jump for joy. And you’re exceptionally 
attractive now. Your characters come 
alive imaginatively. Talk about the 
future. Blessings on your home.
Scorpio — Today is a 9 — It 
could get messy. Embrace the dirt 
and gain power to do something 
about it. Don’t be afraid to revive 
old topics of discussion. At the end, 
compromise is achieved.
Sagittarius — Today is a 7 — Your 
willingness to see things differently 
opens up new income opportunities. 
Re-evaluate valuables. And save 
more than you spend, with only a 
little effort on your part.
Capricorn — Today is a 9 —You’re 
on top of your game. However, it’s a 
good idea to get advice from another 
professional to figure out a difficult 
problem. Phone call provides insight. 
Persuade with words and actions.
Aquarius — Today is an 8 — 
You’re looking very good, even if 
you don’t quite see it. Believe you 
can succeed. Work from behind 
the scenes suits you well now. 
Inexpensive entertainment is best. 
Pisces — Today is a 7 — 
Keep digging and find a valuable 
clue. Dress up. Aim high. Push. 
Invest in your equipment, but 
leave your savings alone. Explain 
again, patiently.
Complete the grid so each 
row, column and 3-by-
3 box (in bold borders) 
contain every digit, 1 to 
9. For strategies on how 
to solve Sudoku, visit 
www.sudoku.org.uk.
Wednesday’s Answers:
Pick up the Daily Egyptian each day 
to test your crossword skills
Monday’s Puzzle Solved
Wednesday’s
Answers:
Answer:
THE Daily Commuter Puzzle by Jacqueline E. Mathews
FOR RELEASE JULY 6, 2012
ACROSS
1 Harbor town
5 Lance
10 Meanie
14 Afresh
15 Vital artery
16 Radiologist’s
negative
17 Too
18 Up until now
20 Bread variety
21 Water barriers
22 Made a solemn
promise
23 Gets closer to
25 That woman
26 Former Soviet
republic
28 Scandinavian
31 Pinnacles
32 On the ball
34 Cow’s remark
36 “__ you wish
upon a star...”
37 Shapeless
masses
38 Reach across
39 Title for Hatch
or Boxer: abbr.
40 __ to; before
41 Piece of china
42 Thoroughfare
44 Emergency
45 Hearing organ
46 __ in the face;
insults
47 Follow
stealthily
50 Thailand, once
51 Plus
54 Innovator;
pioneer
57 Follow orders
58 Many a golf
tournament
59 Forgo; give up
60 Escape
61 Examination
62 Wading bird
63 Danson and
Koppel
DOWN
1 Jack, once of
late-night TV
2 Exclusively
3 Indignation
4 Afternoon hour
5 African desert
6 “Trees” and
“Evangeline”
7 Goofs up
8 Gobbled up
9 Rodent
10 Famed British
university
11 Expand
12 Unusual
13 Observed
19 Obvious; plain
21 Speaker’s
platform
24 Balanced; fair
25 __ d’oeuvres
26 Rules
27 Muscle cramps
28 Omaha’s state:
abbr.
29 Blocked
30 Raccoon’s
cousin
32 Dismounted
33 British restroom
35 Singles
37 __ Rabbit; Joel
Chandler Harris
character
38 Lose one’s
footing
40 Mountaintops
41 Baby buggy
43 Cave in
44 Red wine
46 Strainer
47 Espy
48 Sticky strip
49 __ a test;
passes easily
50 Mix in a bowl
52 Require
53 Hair colorings
55 Lamb’s mother
56 Children’s
running game
57 Many a time
Thursday’s Puzzle Solved
(c) 2012 Tribune Media Services, Inc.
All Rights Reserved.
(Answers tomorrow)
CLIFF ONION REVERT ACCUSEYesterday’s Jumbles:Answer: The farmer worked in his — 
CORN-ER OFFICE
Now arrange the circled letters 
to form the surprise answer, as
suggested by the above cartoon.
THAT SCRAMBLED WORD GAME
by David L. Hoyt and Jeff Knurek
Unscramble these four Jumbles,
one letter to each square,
to form four ordinary words.
NOUGY
RIWEP
DORSUH
PUTBAR
©2013 Tribune Content Agency, LLC
All Rights Reserved.
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SOLUTION TO WEDNESDAY’S PUZZLE
Complete the grid
so each row, 
column and 
3-by-3 box
(in bold borders)
contains every
digit, 1 to 9. 
For strategies on
how to solve
Sudoku, visit
www.sudoku.org.uk
© 2013 The Mepham Group. Distributed by 
Tribune Content Agency. All rights reserved.
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Whenever they are not playing in other various 
projects, Wild Murphy and the New Year come 
together to play uplifting and often-improvised 
folk songs. 
!e duo of Josh Murphy and Chris Goode 
are familiar faces to the southern Illinois music 
scene. Murphy, a 15-year veteran of the guitar, 
is known for his talents as a singer/songwriter in 
the Black Forty’s and the more recent William 
Feigns; Goode has drummed for a variety of acts 
including the Heat Tape and the Redbyrds, as well 
as vocals for the punk band the Shakes. 
Murphy used to study the worship leader’s 
hands as he played guitar at church, which helped 
him learn. His mom, aunt and grandma used to 
sing old church hymns, which was also an in"u-
ence to his writing style. 
Goode has played drums for nearly a decade, 
ever since he got his blue-glittered Ludwig kit at 
16 years old. He plays with a variety of musicians 
because it allows him to broaden his range as a 
drummer; it keeps his mind open to trying new 
ideas musically, too.
“One thing I will put together before I’m old 
and grey will be a drum line — not Nick Can-
non — but a cool drum corps that gets together 
during the summer and writes some interesting 
cadences,” Goode said. 
When the two West Frankfort natives collabo-
rate, they become the personae Wild Murphy 
and the New Year. Many of their songs have a 
gospel spirit. Although they don’t necessarily play 
gospel songs, Murphy’s lyrics o#er an element of 
redemption that are inspiring like gospel tunes.
“When I die Lord I’ll $nd a home/When I 
die Lord I’ll $nd a home/!ere will be no more 
feeling alone/Tell my mother that I do miss her/
Tell my sister I’ll feel her pain/Tell my brother I’ll 
be there with him,” Murphy sings on “I’ll Find a 
Home.”
Murphy’s soft-echoing guitar melodies often 
open the songs along with a pleasing verse he sings 
until Goode’s snare and ride leisurely crescendo 
into the chorus that brings everything together 
into a dense and harmonious sound.
Joining Wild Murphy for Saturday’s perfor-
mance was Kasey Rogers, who occasionally $lls in 
at upright bass. Rogers is an instrumentalist ver-
sion of Inspector Gadget. He can genuinely play 
an array of instruments: guitar, bass, — electric 
and standup — drums, harmonica, vocals and 
more. 
He is not the type of person who learns the 
opening ri# to “Smoke on the Water” and then 
claims to know guitar; Rogers can play with a 
complexity that spans a vast genre of music, and 
he does it e#ortlessly and usually without error. 
His hopping bass lines complement the homely 
sound of Wild Murphy as he improvises through 
many of the songs. 
What partially gives the band its character is 
everyone’s ability to improvise rather than forcing 
themselves to play a dressed-up set keeping the 
music fresh for everyone. It’s not often that the 
band practices, but Murphy said he hopes that 
keeps the audience interested in what will happen 
next.
“Last time we practiced the cops came, so we 
don’t really practice often,” Murphy said.
Goode said improvising comes with time and 
playing with di#erent people.
“We do have a read on each other,” he said. 
“Sometimes it’s body language; sometimes it’s a 
look; sometimes you can just tell. You just gotta 
be able to swing.”
Murphy said playing with Goode since forming 
Wild Murphy in 2010 has o#ered more freedom. 
“Since I started playing with Chris, it’s been 
much easier to improvise things,” he said. “If you 
do anything for 15 years, you’ve got to $nd some 
spontaneity somewhere. He just got what I was 
trying to do quickly.”
During a recording and practice session above 
the Hu#man-Harker and Walker Funeral Home 
in Carbondale, the three play through a series of 
songs written by Murphy as well as some covers 
— “Tower of Song” by Leonard Cohen and “I’m 
Waiting for the Man” by the Velvet Underground. 
Watching them improvise is quite impressive; they 
all appear poised as Murphy strums his ’65 Silver-
tone guitar through “Come on Medusa.” Rogers 
instantly picks up on what Murphy is playing just 
by studying his $ngers for a few seconds. 
Before taking the stage at Tres Hombres, 
Murphy puts on his traveler’s hat as he prepares to 
embark on a journey of guileful folk music with 
his comrades. 
After playing a few songs, including a cover of 
Bob Dylan’s “It Takes a Lot to Laugh, It Takes 
a Train to Cry,” Rogers joins the band with his 
baby-blue chipped Carlo Robelli upright bass. 
Rogers looks like a stoic Hulk Hogan as he peersa 
past the crowd while slapping the bass strings 
and sporting his authentic Hulk Hogan-esque 
mustache and “Hulkamania” t-shirt he wore for 
Halloween. 
Murphy taps his toe and stomps his foot dur-
ing “Where My Hellhounds Roam,” a song he 
wrote in Seattle about places you can’t go back to 
anymore.
“!ere is no trespassing where my hellhounds 
roam/!ere is no trespassing where my hell-
hounds roam/Just moonbeams for the passerby/
Villains and saints alike know there is no home 
where my hellhounds roam,” he sings.
Goode gaily sings along with one of Murphy’s 
songs while looking out to his friends in the 
crowd. He plays a catchy rhythm part as the snare 
drum trots along with Murphy until the strike of 
the ride cymbal leads the song into the chorus.  
If they did much improvisation during the 
set, it was hardly obvious. !e day after the Tres 
Hombres performance, while listening to the re-
cordings of their practice session, Murphy points 
out a moment when Goode and he were playing 
on a whim during a part that would have simply 
sounded like a tuneful and extended transition 
to someone other than them. Murphy seemed 
pleased with that improvised moment and that’s 
the way he likes it. 
Murphy likes to either crowd himself or be 
completely isolated when writing a new song. On 
one hand, being in an extremely crowded area 
provides subject matter; but being alone allows for 
a more imaginative space. To him, song meanings 
can change in the same way that human percep-
tions change.  
“You can maybe write it in a certain spirit, and it 
means a certain thing to you then because maybe 
you’re dealing with something or working some-
thing out, in more of an emotion sense,” Murphy 
said. “But then you can change it later in case you 
don’t feel that same way anymore.” 
Whether it involves taking music from a six-
piece band and making it work with a duo, or 
if he’s playing through the candid, improvised 
moments of a set, Murphy often tries to look past 
the central points of music and poetry allowing 
for openness in creativity and interpretation. 
He compares those moments to looking 
through a kaleidoscope.
“You have these little jewels in the back of that 
thing; but you never see that whenever you’re 
looking inside. You just see fragments and mirrors 
of that initial thing, which you never get the initial 
thing,” Murphy said.
“I think I like that in writing and in sound. I 
don’t really need the central point so much; I like 
seeing the vast array of mirrors around everything 
re"ecting the source.”
And those moments, when translated into a 
Wild Murphy and the New Year song, o#er a 
little beacon of hope for the wondering and curi-
ous soul. 
Dylan Frost can be reached at 
dfrost@dailyegyptian.com 
or 536-3311 ext. 254.
Moving to the melodies
Dylan Frost
Columbia Records released a complete 
album collection of Bob Dylan’s work Nov. 5, 
allowing listeners to venture back into the art 
of Bob Allen Zimmerman.
!e musician has actively pursued musical 
endeavors for the last 50 years and taken many 
genres into his own nature and completely 
and radically intensi$ed them. Take, for 
example, his eponymous release of 1962, “Bob 
Dylan.” Every song, with the exception of two 
original compositions, clearly exemplify the 
aforementioned statement wherein he took ev-
ery piece of the traditional arrangements and 
molded them to his own unique harmony. 
!e songs “Talkin’ New York” and “Song to 
Woody,” those of his own creation, "ow seam-
lessly between the renditions of songs from 
other artists, such as Eric Von Schmidt and 
Blind Lemon Je#erson, without "aw.
Naturally, and undeniably, it has been by 
and large his early albums that solidi$ed his 
name for listeners. !ese albums allow us to 
clearly see his in"uence from musicians such 
as Woody Guthrie. 
“!e Freewheelin’ Bob Dylan” shares com-
mon goals with his $rst album, and its picture 
alone, if one has ever seen a Dylan album, is 
undoubtedly recognized as iconic. !e song 
“Don’t !ink Twice It’s All Right” bleeds his 
acoustic intricacies and simplicities accompa-
nied gently and gracefully by his harmonica 
e#ect and calming enunciated vocal pattern.
Roaming into “!e Times !ey Are a-
Changin’” and following the title track, we 
$nd Dylan sticking his groove whole-heartedly 
vocalizing his concerns for countercultures. 
His guitar, his voice, his harmonica play out 
pace faster and bolder, erupting in polyphonic 
accord.
Dylan’s life began shaking certain expectan-
cies and so, perhaps in an even more daring 
and clever statement, we $nd releases from 
1964 to 1966, with the former holding kin 
to his $rst albums with notable tracks like 
“It Ain’t Me Babe” and “It’s All Over Now, 
Baby Blue” with the latter producing rock 
tunes “Like a Rolling Stone” and “Rainy Day 
Women #12 & 35.”
Dylan then began $nding alternative genres 
to focus on, departing from the folk and rock 
compilations of his early years. Shall we speak 
of the music on behalf of his dark days in the 
light? No, we break onward to In$dels, or an 
outtake recorded from the same time rather, 
“Nobody Can Sing the Blues like Blind Willie 
McTell.” Regarded as a part of what would 
be something of a comeback for Dylan, from 
his gospel albums that is; !is song focused 
on secular concepts, the life of blues musician 
Blind Willie McTell, and will be included in 
the Bootleg Series in the Box Set.
Along with other outtakes and previously 
unreleased and un$nished songs and albums, 
there are as many as what would be considered 
futile to even try to mention. 
With this complete box set, we $nd 35 
studio albums, some of which are re-mastered 
with additional songs, along with several live 
albums, such as the rare Bootleg Series, forg-
ing a total of 43 compact discs in one set. 
Follow his variations from one genre to the 
next and his incredible life through the box 
set that concludes itself with his 2012 release, 
“Tempest.” For $300, this might seem out 
of reach, but it’s a good reminder to look up 
Dylan’s music on programs such as Spotify or 
sites like YouTube.
Jake Saunders can be reached at 
jsaunders@dailyegyptian.com 
or 536-3311 ext. 254.
Dylan’s collection available from beginning to end
JAKE SAUNDERS
The Weekender 
MOVING TO THE MELODIES
Wild Murphy and the New Year excel in improvisation
DYLAN FROST
The Weekender 
Something missing? Make sure you visit 
www.dailyegyptain.com for your weekly Sugar & Spice 
Josh Murphy and Chris Goode, of Wild Murphy and the New Year, and Kasey Rogers, 
right, a solo musician of Carmi, perform Saturday at Tres Hombres in Carbondale. Wild 
Murphy and the New Year is a two-piece band from West Frankfort that plays spiritual 
and improvised folk songs.
Lewis Marien | THE WEEKENDER
